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Revenue regional government of Bandar Lampung has the main task to implement part of Dublin City Government affairs in the field of regional income. Implementation of the main duties and functions of Bandar Lampung in Revenue for Fiscal Year 2013 is not maximized. This is evident from the PAD revenue target realization did not hit the target.

The purpose of this thesis is to determine the role of revenue government to management regional economic of bandar lampung in 2013 and the inhibiting factors. This research method is qualitative research.

The results showed that the revenue regional government of Bandar Lampungampung essentially already carrying out their role in accordance duties and functions in the management in 2013 revenue targets include planning, implementing collection, supervision, evaluation and reporting as set out in Decision Dublin Mayor No. 63 of 2011, but not maximized. It is evident from the
civil servants of Bandar Lampung revenue is still very weak and lack of discipline, regulation have the right and the result still needs to be specified overlap levy collection on the same object with the other on education, mapping potential revenue not be reviewed in accordance with the objective conditions on the ground so that the management regional economic of bandar lampung 2013 targets are not achieved. Factors inhibiting the management regional economic of bandar lampung in 2013, namely: HR is still very weak and lack of discipline, regulation is not right and still need to be specified, Determination of target revenue in 2013 are not re-examined so that the mapping of potential revenue does not reach the target, and facilities are still inadequate.
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